Route #15: Bartram / Bellamy Century
100.7 Miles (WHITE AND ORANGE)

0.0 START at the Clock Tower, proceed south on Memorial Pkwy.
0.2 RIGHT onto Laurel St. (brick)
0.2 LEFT onto South 3rd St., changes to River St.
1.3 LEFT at end on South 15th St.
1.8 LEFT at end on Husson Ave.
2.0 SHARP RIGHT at light onto Campbell St.
2.6 LEFT onto Palm Ave.
2.8 RIGHT onto Roddy Rd., changes to Geck
3.7 RIGHT onto Old Peniel Rd.
4.9 RIGHT onto Silver Lake Dr.
5.3 FORK LEFT onto East Peniel Rd.
6.6 LEFT onto Hwy 19 at light (caution fast traffic)
12.1 SLIGHT RIGHT onto CR 310
19.7 REST STOP on RIGHT at Backwoods Barbecue (restroom available).
19.9 RIGHT at end onto S. CR 315
23.8 LEFT on Strickland Rd. (at school)
25.5 SLIGHT LEFT at end on Keuka Rd.
28.0 CONTINUE, Keuka changes to CR 20A
29.5 CONTINUE STRAIGHT at CR 21 S
33.3 LEFT onto SR 20 at light.
34.0 LEFT on Gorden Chapel Rd.
36.6 RIGHT on Rutledge Rd.
36.8 LEFT on Ashley St (becomes 101 Ave)
38.4 RIGHT on Holden Park Rd (becomes 75th Ave.)
40.4 CROSS N Main St (US 301, divided)
40.6 RIGHT at end on 221st St.
40.7 SLIGHT LEFT to cross tracks 2nd time
40.8 LEFT on 71st Ave.
41.0 LEFT on 218 Ter. towards Trail
41.1 REST STOP at Gainesville-Hawthorne State Trail Head (no restroom)
45.5 SLIGHT RIGHT at light to remain on Twigg St.
49.5 RIGHT on SE 90 Ct.
50.3 CROSS SR 20 (divided)
54.4 RIGHT on CR 1474
58.3 CROSS US 301 (divided)
60.1 CROSS CR 219A at Stop Sign
62.9 CURVE LEFT changes to Price Rd.
65.0 LEFT onto SR 21.
66.5 RIGHT onto SR 26 at light
67.0 SLIGHT LEFT onto CR 219
70.8 LEFT onto SR 100 (caution- fast traffic)
72.7 RIGHT onto CR 214 (right turn lane)
72.8 RIGHT onto Palatka-Lake Butler Trail
74.0 REST STOP at Twin Lakes Park on right (restroom available)
77.1 CONTINUE SouthWest on Trail
88.6 REST STOP at Roberts Ln. on right (restroom available)
93.1 RIGHT onto CR 309C
94.9 FIRST RIGHT onto Francis Trail
95.8 LEFT at end on St. Johns Ave.
97.1 CROSS Moody Rd. at light
97.5 CROSS SR 19 at light
98.2 CROSS Palm Ave. at light
98.5 RIGHT on Poinsetta Ave.
98.6 LEFT at end on Kennedy St.
98.7 LEFT on Carr St.
98.9 SLIGHT RIGHT at Stop Sign to continue on Carr St. (brick surface)
100.0 LEFT at end on Crill Ave.
100.1 SLIGHT RIGHT at Stop Sign onto Laurel St.
100.4 LEFT at end on S. 3rd St.
100.5 SLIGHT LEFT at end through “Do Not Enter” Sign onto Memorial Pkwy.
100.7 ARRIVE at Clock Tower